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Abstract:

ARTICLE HISTORY

The method of calculating the wear and life of gears with metal wheels is
used to analyze the bearing capacity and tribotechnical characteristics of
metal‐polymer gears with wheels made of a dispersion‐reinforced
composite – polyamide filled with dispersed carbon and glass fibers. Taking
into account the pairing of the engagement, the maximum contact
pressures at the beginning of the transmission operation were estimated, as
well as their changes due to wear of the teeth of the composite wheels
upon reaching acceptable wear. It was established that the degree of
change in initial pressures due to wear substantially depends on the gear
material and, in the case of a composite gear, a significant decrease is
observed at the gear input. The linear wear of the working profile of the
teeth and the localization of its maximum values are determined. It is shown
that the estimated transmission resource with a carbon composite gear is
more than eight times higher than that with a glass‐filled polyamide gear.
This parameter is largely determined by the operating conditions of the
master and slave transmission links. The resource of the “steel gear‐
composite wheel” pair is about 2.4 times the resource of the “composite
gear‐steel wheel” pair. The best option is “steel gear‐carbon‐filled
polyamide wheel”, because its resource for wear is 20 times greater than
that of the transmission “glass‐filled polyamide gear‐steel wheel”.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Metal‐polymer gears are widely used in
mechanical engineering, instrumentation and
other industries. However, it should be noted that
the methods for calculating the wear and life of
metal‐polymer gears with wheels of dispersion‐
reinforced polymeric materials are not sufficiently
developed. The calculation of the resource during
wear of a cylindrical gear with a polyamide wheel
reinforced with glass or carbon fibers is described
only in [1], under the assumption of a linear
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dependence of abrasive wear on the friction path
[2]. A significant effect of the volumetric content of
the filler is predicted on the contact pressure in the
engagement, wear and resource of the
transmission.
In the literature [3‐5], partial results of
calculating the contact and bending strength of
metal‐polymer (MP) spur gears are given. So in
[3,4], the effect of the load distribution between
the gears on the contact and bending stresses in a
MP spur gears with a polyamide PA66 gear was
studied. Accordingly, in [5], an assessment of the
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maximum contact pressures and sliding speeds for
gears made of polyamide PA6 and steel S355J2 was
carried out.
A certain number of works are devoted to
the experimental study of model MP gears or
polymer materials on friction test machines [6 ‐ 9].
For pairs of gear materials, steel S355 ‐ polyamide
PA6‐Mg, PA6‐Na, PA66GF30, polyoxylene POM‐S in
[6,7] volumetric wear of teeth without and with
abrasive were studied experimentally. The weight
wear of a gear made of PA6 paired with a steel
gear for different types of metal‐polymer gear
trains (spur, bevel, worm) was studied in [10].
Tribological properties of different types of
polymer composites, including polyacetal PA6,
were investigated in [11] on a pin‐on‐disk testing
machine under dry friction. In [12], the tribological
properties of polyamide PA6 under dry friction at
different conditions were investigated according to
the steel pin ‐ rotating polymer disk scheme. The
tribological behavior of PA6 was investigated
experimentally according to the pin‐on‐disk
scheme in [13]. The wear resistance of PA66 and
steel SAE 1045 used in clutch discs was studied in
[14].
Data on experimental studies of the wear of
polymer composite materials used in metal‐
polymer gears [1,8,9] indicate that their
destruction during friction without lubrication
occurs by the fatigue rather than the abrasive wear
mechanism. However, methods for calculating
gears with metal wheels [2,15‐22] are also based
on the Arhard abrasive law of wear, although this
type of wear is practically not observed in the
absence of an abrasive medium. Such a simplified
description of the wear kinetics can be used only
with dry friction in the presence of an abrasive
medium. In this regard, the urgent problem is the
development of effective methods for calculating
the wear and life of both metal‐polymer and
conventional gears, taking into account the real
mechanisms of the process of their wear.
A method for calculating the bearing capacity
and tribotechnical characteristics of various (spur
and helical cylindrical and bevel, as well as worm)
gears is presented in [24‐27] on the assumption of
a fatigue wear mechanism. The application of this
method to assess the contact strength, wear and
life of the gear metal‐polymer from antifriction
polymer composites – polyamides filled with
dispersed carbon and glass fibers, was shown in
[29,30]. In this article, it is used to further
investigate such gears, taking into account
additional factors.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SLIDING WEAR
In the author's phenomenological model of
surface destruction of materials during sliding
friction (wear) it is assumed that wear occurs as a
result of frictional fatigue under the action of
friction forces arising in tribocontact. This is
evidenced by the numerous results of
triboexperimental studies presented in the
literature and author's research. The following
linear differential equations system is used to
describe wear kinetics [23‐27]:

1 dh1
 11 ( ),
v dt

1 dh2
  21 ( ).
v dt

(1)

where  = fp .
Experimental values of the wear‐resistance
function are approximated by the relation
mk

 
 k ( )  Ck  S  ,
 

(2)

where  S  R0,2 / 2 ; R0,2  0,7 Rm .
The wear resistance experimental function
 i ( i ) of a gear teeth material is determined in the
following way

 i ( i )  L / hi .

(3)

Taking into account relation (2) after separation
of variables and system integration (1) on
condition that   fp  const , the following
dependence will arise

tk 

Ck
v

mk

S 
   hk .
 

(4)

Then, the function of linear wear of gear teeth
at an arbitrary point j of the working tooth flank
surface over a period t j of their interaction has
been determined as

vt
hk  k
Ck

mk

 
  .
S 

(5)

3. RESEARCH METHOD
It is known that sliding friction with rolling
occurs in gears engagement. The highest sliding
speed is achieved at the entrance and exit of the
teeth from the meshing, and at the pitch point it is
zero.
To determine the teeth linear wear at an
arbitrary point j of the working tooth flank surface
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at n gear revolutions, taking into account the
conditions of contact interaction of the teeth in
engagement, formula (5) will be [25]:

 
hkjn
Sliding

v j t jh  fp jh max 
Ck  0.5Rm 

speed v j is

mk

mk

.

(6)

determined

by

the

1с

dependence:
v j  1rb1  tg1 j  tg 2 j  ,

(7)

Due to wear, the radii of curvature of the
working tooth profiles increase, which leads to a
decrease in the initial maximum contact pressures
p j max and an increase in the width 2b j of the
contact area. Accordingly, the current values of
p jh max and 2b jh are calculated by the Hertz
formulas modified in [25,26] taking into account
the pairing of the mesh:
p jh max  0.564 N  /  jh , 2b jh  2.256  N  jh , (8)

1 jh  2 jh
.
1 jh   2 jh

presented in [24]:

56

Bmax
B1

B

 / lkj2 .
K kjB  8 hkjn
The

 are
values hkjn

calculated

(10)
in

each

subsequent revolution over time t jh  2b jh / v0 , and
the variable width of the contact area 2b jh at the

nk  1 revolution or at the (B–1)th block is set
according to (8).
The length of the chord lkj of a circle

lkj  2  kjh sin  kjh  const ,

At the end of each cycle of gearing of teeth n =
1 (one revolution of the gear), it is necessary to
take into account changes in all the calculated
contact parameters, which leads to a large amount
of calculations. To reduce it, a block calculation
scheme is used, in which the correction of the radii
of curvature of the tooth profiles, maximum
contact pressures and the width of the contact
area is performed after a certain number of
revolutions (interactions block). The resulting
change in the parameters is calculated as the
product of the changes in one cycle of the teeth
interacting with the factor B. In the next block, the
accumulated changes are taken into account
according to formula (10) and further calculations
are carried out according to the specified values of
these parameters, which continue until the
specified allowable wear of the teeth of one of the
wheels in specified contact point. A technique for
accounting for changes in the initial radii of
curvature  kj of the teeth during wear is

1
,
 DkjB K kjB

The change in the curvature of the tooth
profiles due to wear during each block is
determined as follows:

approximating the involute between points j – 1, j
+ 1 is determined as follows:

where N '  N / bw ; N  9550 P / r1n1 cos  ;

  1  12  / E1  1  22  / E2 ;  jh 

2c

E1 у  4, E 2 у  320 carbon fiber, respectively.

where rb1  r1 cos  , 1 j ,  2 j according to [25, 26].

 kjh   kj  E k

where the block value equal to the number of gear
revolutions is selected depending on the expected
duration of the transmission as follows: B=1 (exact
solution), B=n1 (1 min), B=60n1 (1 hour), B=600n1
(10 hours), B=6000n1 (100 hours), etc.
Here, E k is the constant, depending on the
permissible wear hk  of the teeth and taking on
value E  1,5, E  320 for fiberglass and

(9)

where Skj 

mzk
4

(11)

 1

1


 cos  ,
2
2
 cos  kj cos  k , j 1 

 kjh  Skj /  kjh .
Therefore, after each interaction (block of
interactions), all calculated parameters change, in
particular, h1 j , h2 j , 1 jh ,  2 jh ,  jh , p jh max , 2b jh . t jh .
For the adopted frequency of rotation of the
gear n1s and wheel n2s , which corresponds to a
given number of blocks, the total wear h1 jn and

h2 jn of teeth at the j contact point is determined
by summing:
n1 s

n2 s

1

1

h1 jn   h1 jB , h2 jn   h2 jB ,

(12)

where n2 s  n1s / u ; hkjB   hkj .
The of the transmission work t for the number
of revolutions n1s or n2s of the gears at which
permissible wear of the teeth of one of them is
achieved, is calculated as follows:

t  n1s / 60n1  n2 s / 60n2 .

(13)
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Since the transmission implements two – one –
two‐pair gearing, respectively, the angles of
transition from two‐pair ( 1F2 ) to single‐pair
gearing and again to two‐pair ( 1F1 ) gearing, as

variation of the angle of rotation  of the gear in
a gear with a wheel made of carbon‐filled
polyamide is higher than that in a gear with a
wheel made of glass‐filled polyamide.

well as the angle of the teeth coming out 1E of
gearing in a cylindrical spur gear, are set in
accordance with the recommendations [23,26].
4. NUMERICAL SOLUTION, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
Two variants of a cylindrical metal‐polymer gear
transmission with straight involute teeth were
considered: direct one – “steel gear – composite
wheel” (G(S)–W(C)), reverse one – “composite
gear–steel wheel” (G(C)–W(S)).
Wheel materials are:
1) steel 45 in the delivery state (GOST 1050‐
88), grinding, Е = 2,1∙105 MPa, μ = 0.3; С1 = 109, m1
= 2 according to [28];
2) carbon‐filled polyamide UPA (T) – 6/30 (TU
RB 03535279.049‐99), Еу = 5.2 GPa, μу = 0.42, Су =
4.7∙106, mу = 2.3 [28]; the volumetric content of
the filler is 30%;
3) glass‐filled polyamide PA6‐LT‐SV30‐1 (TU RB
500048054.020‐2001), Ес = 3.9 GPa, μс = 0.42, Сс
=1.2∙106, mс = 1.9 [28]; the volumetric content of
the filler is 30%.
The initial data for the calculation are: Тnom =
4000 Nmm, n1 = 1000 rpm; B = 600 thousand
revolutions (10 hours of operation); Kg = 1.2; m = 4
mm, u = 3, z1 = 20, z2 = 60, b = 50 mm, fc = fу = 0.3;
hk* = 0.5 mm, εα = 1.372.
The calculation results are presented in Fig. 1‐4.
In particular, the diagram in Fig. 1 shows the
change in the initial maximum contact pressures
p j max in engagement for the full cycle of tooth
interaction, and the change in maximum contact
pressures p jh max due to wear of the teeth of the
composite gear to an acceptable value is shown in
Fig. 2.
Contact pressure p j max in the first (initial) phase
of two‐pair gearing will be significantly higher than
that in its third (final) phase, and one in the second
(intermediate) phase with one‐pair gearing higher
than that with two‐pair gearing. The highest
contact pressure in the mesh occurs at the
entrance to the single‐pair mesh, which exceeds
the stress at the entrance to the two‐pair mesh (p.
0) by 8% and in the pole (point P –  = 13.08°) by
12.7%. The pressure p j max in the entire range of

Fig. 1. Maximum contact pressure in engagement:
dashed line (unfilled markers) – glass‐filled composite;
solid line (filled markers) – carbon‐filled composite

Fig. 2. Maximum contact pressures in engagement: solid
lines – G(S)‐W(C) gear, dashed lines – G(C)‐W(S) gear,
the designations are the same as in Fig. 1

The wear of the teeth of the composite wheel
in the G(S)–W(C) gear leads to a moderate (5–6%)
reduction p j max , and in the G(C)–W(S) gear, the
wear of the teeth of the composite gear quite
noticeably reduces the pressure in the first gearing
zone, especially at the entrance to two‐pair
gearing (up to 28%). The pressures in the
transmission G(S)–W(C) at the entrance to the
two‐pair and single‐pair gears, as well as at the
gearing pole are quite close.
Linear wear h1 j , h2 j of the working tooth
profiles of the composite gear and wheel,
respectively, is shown in Fig. 3.
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0.6

particularly significant transformation in the first
phase of gearing, which for both types polyamide
composites are clearly visible in the figures in gears
G(C)–W(S).
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Fig. 3. Distribution of linear gear wear in gearing:
dashed line (unfilled markers) – glass‐filled composite;
solid line (filled markers) – carbon‐filled composite

At the entrance to the two‐pairs engagement
(  = 0) there is a significant teeth wear, which is
slightly lower than permissible wear and which
decreases until the transition of the teeth into
single‐pair engagement (  ≈ 6.69 °). At the point
of entry of the teeth into the single‐pair
engagement, the permissible wear is achieved the
fastest in comparison with other points on the
working profile. Further, the teeth wear in the
pitch point (  = 13.08 °) will practically decrease
to zero, because there the sliding speed is zero. As
the sliding speed increases, the wear increases
again until the teeth come out of the single‐pair
engagement (  = 18 °). At transition to the two‐
pairs engagement it falls to the minimum. Later,
when the gear rotates, it increases slightly again
until the teeth come out of the two‐pairs
engagement. It should be noted that the wear of
steel teeth is approximately three orders of
magnitude less than the wear of composite gear
teeth. Almost equal wear of composite wheels is
achieved at the entrance to two‐pairs and single‐
pair engagement.
The significant difference in the wear resistance
of the gears G(C)–W(S) and G(S)–W(C) is explained
by the different (taking into account the gear ratio)
loading frequency of the teeth of the metal wheel
and composite gear, as well as increased wear of
the latter as a result of increased heat generation.
The effect of the material of the gears of the
transmission on the nature of the change in the
initial maximum contact pressures p j max due to
wear of the teeth of the composite wheels is
shown in Fig. 4.
As noted earlier, contact pressures p jh max
undergo relatively small changes in all phases of
gearing in gears G(S)–W(C), and there is a
58

a)

b)
Fig. 4. Change in maximum contact pressure pjmax in
engagement: a) a carbon fiber wheel, b) a fiberglass
wheel; the solid lines are the pressures pjmax, the dotted
lines are pjmax in the G(S)–W(C) gears, the dashed lines
are pjmax in the G(C)–W(S) gears
)
,
The results of calculating the resource tВ( ymin
)
t В( cmin
at the input of the teeth in single‐pair gearing
of the considered transmission options for carbon
and fiberglass are given below.
)
)
1) G(S)–W(C): tВ( ymin
= 157950 hours,
tВ( cmin
=
)
)
/ tВ( cmin
= 8.23.
19200 hours; tВ( ymin
)
)
= 64650 hours, t В( cmin
= 7900
2) G(C)–W(S): t В( ymin
)
)
/ t В( cmin
= 8.18.
hours; t В( ymin
The application of the developed calculation
method allows us to predict a very significant
(more than eight‐fold) change in the transmission
resource depending on the use of the composite
for the manufacture of the driving or driven gears.
The results obtained indicate that the resource of
the transmission of G(C)–W(S) will be
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approximately 2.4 times less than that the
transmission of G(S)–W(C). The relative wear
resistance of the used polymer composite
materials is indicated by the ratio of Су/Сс = 3.92.
The optimal choice of the design of the adopted
metal‐polymer gear for the specified operating
conditions and a polyamide reinforced composite
for one of the wheels allows us to increase its
resource by about 20 times – from 7900 to
157950 hours.
5. CONCLUSIONS
According to the research, the following
conclusions are made:
1. The method developed previously for
calculating gears with metal wheels [23‐26] can be
effectively used to calculate the bearing capacity,
wear and resource of metal‐polymer gears with
wheels made of dispersion‐filled polymer
composites.
2. The initial maximum contact pressures p j max
in a gear with a carbon fiber wheel are
approximately 13.5% higher than that in a gear
with a fiberglass wheel.
3. The initial maximum contact pressures p j max
at the two most loaded points — at the input of
the teeth into single‐pair and two‐pair engagement
(Fig. 1) — are differ insignificantly (1.08 times).
4. The initial maximum contact pressures in the
pole of engagement are lower than those at the
entrance to single‐pair engagement by 13%.
Therefore, in standardized methods for calculating
gears, where contact stresses are calculated in the
gearing pole, the maximum level of the latter is
significantly underestimated.
5. There is a fundamental difference in the
degree of influence of the wear of the teeth of the
composite wheels on the magnitude of the contact
pressures p j max in the engagement (Fig. 2 and 4).
While for a steel gear, this change is insignificant
(up to 6%) in the entire cycle of tooth interaction,
the wear of the teeth of the composite gear causes
a significant decrease in pressure in the initial
gearing zone and, in particular, at the entrance to
two‐pair gearing (up to 28%).
6. As a result of wear of the composite wheels,
the pressure difference p jh max at the pole and at
the entrance to the single‐pair and two‐pair
engagement is insignificant (Fig. 2 and 4).
7. The greatest wear of composite wheels is
achieved at two gearing moments – at the

entrance to a single‐pair (allowable wear) and
close to it in magnitude – at the entrance to the
phase of two‐pair gearing (Fig. 3).
8. The resource of the studied metal‐polymer
gears with a composite carbon fiber wheel is more
than 8 times higher than the resource of the
fiberglass wheel.
9. The resource of the transmission with a steel
gear and a composite wheel is approximately 2.5
times higher than that of the pairs “composite gear
– steel wheel”.
10. The predicted transmission resource under
the specified operating conditions varies widely
from 7900 to 157950 hours, i.e., 20 times, for the
studied polyamide composites and the options for
choosing a composite gear wheel as a drive or
driven one.

NOMENCLATURE
h1 , h2 is the linear wear of tribocoupling
elements; t is the wear time;
 ( ) is the characteristic function of wear
resistance of the material;
τ is the specific friction force arising in
tribocontact;
f is the sliding friction coefficient;
t is the time of wear;
v is the sliding velocity;
p is the maximum tribocontact pressure;
Ck , mk are the indicators of resistance to wear
of tribological pair materials;
k = 1; 2 is the wheel numbering (1 – gear, 2 –
gear wheel);
k is the number of elements in the tribosystem.
 S is the shear strength of a material;
R0,2 is the conventional yield strength of a
material under tension;
Rm is the tensile strength of a material.
hi is the linear wear of material samples;
L is the sliding path;
i = 1, 2, 3, … are loading steps;
t jh is the wear time of the teeth when moving
the contact point j along the tooth contour by the
width of the contact area 2b jh , which is changed
due to wear during one revolution of the gear;
v0  1r1 sin  is the displacement speed of the
contact point along the tooth contour;
1 is the rotation gear angular speed;
v j is the sliding speed;
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p jh max is the current maximum pressure at the
point of contact j;
j = 0, 1, 2, 3,… is the contact point number of
tooth working surfaces;
N is the geared force;
b is the wheel width;
P is the drive shaft power;
w is the number of pairs of gear teeth;
E ,  are the Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio of wheel material;
r1 is the gear pitch radius;
n1 is the gear speed;
 is the profile angle;
1 jh ,  2 jh are the radii of curvature of the tooth
profiles that are changed due to wear in the
normal section of the gear and wheel, respectively;
B1 and Bmax are the first and last blocks of
calculations, respectively;
В is the calculation block size
E k is the constant depending on permissible
wear hk  of the teeth;
2
DkjB  K kjB
is the dimensionless parameter

whose values are constant within one block;
 kjh is the angle between points j and j +1;

S kj is the involute length between points j , j  1 ,
kj, k,j+1 are the engagement angles for involute
points j, j + 1;
m is the engagement module;
z1 , z2 are the number of gear teeth and wheels;
hkjB is the tooth wear in each block;

u is the gear ratio;
Tnom is the rated torque;
K g is the dynamic factor;
Ey, Ec are the elastic moduli of carbon and
fiberglass, respectively;
μy, μc are the Poisson’s ratios of carbon and
fiberglass, respectively;
 is the angle of rotation of the gear teeth
from the point of initial contact (0) to point 1, etc.;
εα is the overlap coefficient;
)
)
t В( ymin
, tВ( cmin
are the minimum values of
durability of gears with carbon and fiberglass
wheels, respectively.
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